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Reviewer's report:

For the authors:

Major Compulsory Revisions:

(1) The former comment of 1.

In the description of the validity of the CHAID model with cross-validation, the authors showed “the average correctness of classification (L225#226)” as an evaluation index. It is, however, unfamiliar to readers generally. Show readers its definition and explain why it is suitable as the index.

(2) The former comment of 2.

On the issue whether the partitioning was the best or not, the figures of nodes 2, 3, 6 were very similar patterns, for example. To combine with them as a node may/seems be better. The authors should solve this question anywhere in the article if they consider that this partitioning is the best way even there are some similar nodes.

(3) The former comment of 3.

It is still difficult to understand what Table 2 meant. As they clarified the best partitioning of the sample from the kind of care in Figure 3, Table 2 may be useless. If the authors consider that Table 2 is surely important and inevitable, independently of Figure 3, the essential points in the results should be described here.

Discretionary Revisions

(1) The former comment of 2.

The essence of the authors’ analysis with CHAID would be as follows: By CHAID, in the first step (branch), “Care need level” was essential and divided into three groups. In the second step, “Living type(alone/with family) was important and into two groups, respectively in each group divided by the first step. In the final step, “Cognitive situation” in the group of “Living with family” in Care need levels 1 and 2-4, but “Medical/No medical procedure” in Care need level 5 were significant.

In this procedure, we do not know how these variables (and at this order) were more essential than others in the analysis. From the scientific point of view, the
evidence will be necessary why three steps (branch) are necessary and/or the three was enough, and how the partitioning was reasonable along the feeling with data (Show tables in each branch, respectively).
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